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Abstract We scrutinise the ability of the primary QED
final-state resummation tools, combined with electroweak
virtual corrections, to reproduce the exact next-to-leading
order electroweak calculation in the four-charged-lepton
final state. We further examine the dependence of the
findings on the lepton-photon dressing-cone size as well
as the resonance identification strategy. Overall we find
excellent agreement with the fixed-order result, but par-
tial differences not directly connected with resummation-
induced higher-order effects at the few-percent level are
observed in some cases, which are relevant for precision
measurements.
1 Introduction
The production of four charged leptons in proton–proton
collisions offers a rich gamut of processes contributing
to the same final state, bound through higher-order
electroweak effects, in an experimentally clean environ-
ment. Precise measurements of this diverse spectrum
are crucial for our understanding of irreducible back-
grounds in Higgs boson production as well as vector bo-
son scattering topologies, where charge-parity-violating
effects could reveal compelling signs of physics beyond
the Standard Model [1]. As such, a detailed study of
the four-lepton invariant mass, the azimuthal decor-
relation and other similar observables in pp → ```′`′
production constitutes a vital probe of the gauge struc-
ture of the Standard Model whilst providing the ideal
test bed to validate state-of-the-art theoretical calcu-
lations that feed into the experimental analyses. Both
ATLAS and CMS and have produced fiducial differen-
tial cross-section measurements of four-lepton produc-
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tion in an inclusive phase space [2] as well as on-shell
regions consistent with ZZ → 4` production [3,4] and
H → ZZ∗ → 4` production [5,6]. Differential cross-
section measurements of the four-lepton final state have
already been used to set limits on both charge-parity
violation [7] as well as the Higgs self-couplings [8].
Of course, precision measurements necessitate pre-
cise calculations to be able to extract as much infor-
mation as possible. To this end, the next-to-leading or-
der (NLO) QCD corrections to on-shell ZZ produc-
tion are known for almost three decades [9,10]. The off-
shell four-lepton production then followed no ten years
later [11,12]. Recently, the next-to-next-to-leading or-
der (NNLO) QCD corrections were added [13,14,15],
stabilising the cross section predictions on the percent
level with respect to the usual QCD scale uncertain-
ties. Although gluon-initiated four lepton production,
being a loop-induced process, formally contributes only
at NNLO QCD and beyond, its contribution is phe-
nomenologically relevant. Therefore, it was calculated
early on [16,17,18,19], and even the NLO QCD correc-
tions are known by now [20,21,22]. In terms of exper-
imentally usable particle-level predictions, at the mo-
ment only the NLO QCD calculations are matched to
parton showers in various schemes [23,24,25,26,27,28],
benefiting also from the respective event generators’
higher-order QED corrections which is especially im-
portant for observables sensitive to energy loss through
photon radiation.
The electroweak (EW) correction to four-lepton pro-
duction, on the other hand, were first calculated in the
EW Sudakov approximation [29,30,31,32,33,34], tai-
lored to describe observables sensitive to momentum
transfers much larger than the electroweak scale. Pho-
tonic corrections, which are of particular importance
to observables that contain resonance peaks or thresh-
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olds, were analytically calculated in [35]. The complete
NLO EW corrections were only calculated in the last
ten years [36,37,38,39] and were found to be impor-
tant ingredients in precision phenomenology in four lep-
ton final states. They have recently also been combined
with the NNLO QCD corrections to form the highest-
precision fixed-order calculation available [40]. During
the completion of the present paper, also a first calcula-
tion matching the combined NLO QCD and NLO EW
corrections to the parton shower has been presented in
[41].
In the Monte-Carlo event generators currently used
by the LHC experiments, NLO QCD matrix elements
are matched to parton showers, possibly merging in
higher-multiplicity process [42]. Therein, QED correc-
tions are provided by universal QED parton showers
[43,44,45,46,47] or other QED-specific resummations
[48,49,50,51]. Process-specific EW corrections are ei-
ther applied a posteriori on the level of measured ob-
servables by extracting correction factors from the fixed-
order calculations or they are applied in either the Su-
dakov [52,53] or the recently formulated EW virtual
approximation [54] on an event-by-event basis.
Therefore, the aim of this paper is to quantify in
a tuned comparison the inherent differences of the two
commonly used tools for higher-order QED corrections,
PHOTOS [48] and SHERPA’s Yennie-Frautschi-Suura (YFS)
[55] based soft-photon resummation [51], combined with
the EW virtual approximation, in order to ascertain
their ability to reproduce the exact NLO EW results
and to be able to quantify the algorithmic uncertain-
ties associated with these corrections. This paper is thus
organised as follows: In Sec. 2 we summarise the calcu-
lational methods and tools that are used in this paper.
In Sec. 3 we then present a detailed comparison and
analysis of the quality of the different approximations
compared to the fixed-order NLO EW calculation. Fi-
nally, we offer our conclusions in Sec. 4.
2 Computational methods
In this paper, we compare the results obtained com-
bining a calculation of LO accuracy in the electroweak
sector with both a dedicated QED final-state photon ra-
diation resummation and approximate virtual EW cor-
rections in the scheme of [54], for the production of four
charged leptons to the exact NLO EW result.
The exact fixed-order NLO EW results have been
obtained with the SHERPA+OPENLOOPS [47,56,57,58]
framework, allowing for a fully automated calculation of
cross sections and observables at next-to-leading order
in the electroweak coupling. In this framework, renor-
malised virtual amplitudes are provided by OPENLOOPS
[57,58], which uses the COLLIER tensor reduction li-
brary [59] as well as CUTTOOLS [60] together with the
ONELOOP library [61]. All remaining tasks, i.e. the book-
keeping of partonic subprocesses, phase-space integra-
tion, and the subtraction of all QED infrared singulari-
ties, are provided by SHERPA using the AMEGIC matrix
element generator [62,63,64]. SHERPA in combination
with OPENLOOPS (and other providers of renormalised
one-loop corrections) has been employed successfully in
a range of different calculations [65,54,66,67,68,69,70,
71,72,73,74] and has been validated against other tools
in [75].
The NLO EW corrections to pp → 4` are domi-
nated by either EW Sudakov logarithms of virtual ori-
gin or QED logarithms stemming from photon radia-
tion off leptons, depending on the kinematic regime.
While EW Sudakov logarithms dominate the large pT
or large invariant mass regions, radiative energy loss
through photon emission dominates invariant mass dis-
tributions below the Z-pair threshold or around the
resonant Z Breit-Wigner peak in two- and four-lepton
invariant masses. This observation allows to construct
a simple yet effective high-precision stand-in for a full
next-to-leading order matched event generator combin-
ing:
i) The virtual EW approximation. In [54] it was shown
that, for observables that are sufficiently inclusive
with respect to photon radiation and where all kine-
matic invariants are large with respect to the elec-
troweak scale, the full NLO EW results can be re-
produced with good accuracy by an approximation
consisting only of the exact virtual EW corrections,
whose infrared divergences have been suitably sub-
tracted. Thus, this approximation, is defined through





= dσLO (1 + δEWapprox) .
(2.1)
Therein, dσLO is the leading order differential cross
section, while dσVEW and dσ
R
EW,approx are the ex-
act NLO EW virtual correction and the endpoint
part of the emitted-photon-integrated approximate
real emission amplitude1. Hence, by construction,
dσREW,approx does not only ensure a finite result but
also supplies real emission QED logarithms to the
approximation. This approach captures all Sudakov
effects at NLO EW and is also very suitable for a
combination of QCD and EW higher-order effects
through a simplified multi-jet merging approach at
NLO QCD+EW [54,71,74].
1In practice, the Catani-Seymour I-operator is used.
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ii) QED final state radiation. The inherent approxima-
tion of the above virtual EW approximation is par-
tially unfolded again by employing dedicated final-
state photon emission resummations. Specifically,
we consider a soft-photon resummation in the Yennie-
Frautschi-Suura (YFS) scheme [55] as implemented
in SHERPA [51] and, alternatively, PHOTOS [48,76,
77,78].2 Both are limited to final state radition (FSR)
and 1 → n processes, but are currently the tools
of choice to calculate QED FSR corrections for the
LHC experiments. To understand their FSR resum-
mation properties we sketch here their defining ap-
proximation of the all-orders decay rate dΓ in terms
























where the radiative part is summed over all nch
charged particles. Lc is the logarithm of the ratio
of the decaying particle’s mass over the mass of the
charged particle c, and xc =
∏
xic is its retained
energy fraction after the radiation of nγ photons.
The phase space distribution of these photons is
described by the Altarelli-Parisi splitting functions
Pεcut(x) in the presence of the infrared cut-off εcut,
modified by suitable weights to recover the correct
soft-photon limit and implement exact higher-order
corrections, and iterated over all nγ emitted pho-
tons. Their precise definitions can be found in [76].
The implementation of the YFS soft-photon resum-
mation in SHERPA, on the other hand, calculates the
all-orders resummed decay rate using
dΓYFS













2We use the native implementation of the soft-photon resum-
mation of SHERPA 2.2.8, and use the C++ interface to PHOTOS
3.6.4 to directly call PHOTOS from within SHERPA. Both tools are
handed the exact same reconstructed 1 → n subprocesses. Each
interface and parameter setup is independent of the process (or
reconstructed resonant subprocess) under consideration.
Here, Y (ωcut) is the YFS form factor resumming
unresolved real and virtual soft-photon corrections.
The individual resolved photon ki’s phase space,
Φki , is distributed according to the eikonal S̃(ki),
which is built up by the coherent sum of dipoles
formed by all pairs of charged particles in the decay.
ωcut separates the explicitly-generated resolved from
the integrated-over unresolved real photon emission
phase space. The correction factor C restores the
correct spin-dependent collinear limit and contains
decay-specific exact higher-order correction, cf. [51]
for details.
With eqs. (2.2) and (2.3) at hand, we observe that
through the inclusion of exact NLO QED matrix el-
ement corrections3 to their initial photon distribu-
tions (collinear splitting functions in PHOTOS, soft
eikonal in YFS), both resummations should produce
very similar results in Z → `+`− decays. As both
approaches, however, resum different quantities, the
logarithm Lc in PHOTOS and the YFS form factor
Y in the soft-photon resummation, differences are
expected when resummation effects become impor-
tant.
Finally, conversions of photons into lepton pairs is
not accounted for in either program. It needs to be
noted that both resummations are unitary and do
not alter the event weight.
Consequently, the combination of either QED FSR
resummation with the virtual EW approximation are
dubbed NLO EWapprox × YFS and NLO EWapprox ×
PHOTOS approximations in the following. Its validity
was further tested for other classes of processes, among
them the production of 2`2ν final states, [66,74]. While
this construction is of course not formally NLO accu-
rate, it provides an accurate description of both loga-
rithmically enhanced regions. Its performance will be
assessed in detail in Sec. 3. One crucial input, however,
is the treatment of resonances in the QED FSR tools.
It is described in the following.
Resonance identification. The implementation of resum-
med final state photon emission corrections in SHERPA
includes a generic resonance identification, ensuring that
collective multipole radiation off the charged-lepton en-
semble preserves all resonance structures present in the
event. This is more relevant in soft-photon resumma-
tions than in collinear ones, since soft wide-angle emis-
sions have a stronger effect on the lepton direction than
collinear ones and are not recombined into a physi-
cal dressed lepton momentum. To this end, first the
3While NNLO QED + NLO EW corrections are available for the
YFS implementation in SHERPA [79] it is currently not the default











Fig. 1: Possible resonance structure: a) double resonant, b) single resonant, and c) non-resonant.
final state of a scattering process is analysed and pos-
sible resonances decaying into lepton pairs are identi-
fied on the basis of event kinematics and existing ver-
tices in the model. For the process studied in this pa-
per, pp → `+`−`′+`′− (`, `′ ∈ e, µ), multiple resonance
structures are possible. They are disentangled on the
basis of the distance measure ∆Z`` = |m`+`− −mZ |/ΓZ ,
where of course only same-flavour pairs are taken into
account. A lepton pair is then considered to be pro-
duced by a resonance if ∆Z`` < ∆thr, with ∆thr being
a free parameter of order 1. Subsequently, identified
resonant-production subprocesses are separated from
the rest of the event, and the emerging decay is dressed
with photon radiation respecting the Breit–Wigner dis-
tribution of the resonance, i.e. preserving the original
virtuality of the off-shell leptonic system. Finally, all
left-over non-resonantly produced leptons are grouped
in a fictitious process, X → `+`− or X → `+`−`′+`′−,
with suitably adjusted masses for X.
Thus, depending on the four-lepton kinematics, three
cases can be distinguished, cf. Fig. 1:
a) Double resonant. Two pairs of opposite sign and
same flavour leptons whose respective ∆Z`` is smaller
than ∆thr are identified by the above algorithm.
Hence, both Z → `+`− decays are reconstructed
(setting the Z mass equal to m``) and passed seper-
ately to the QED FSR resummation.
b) Single resonant. Only one pair of opposite sign and
same flavour leptons with ∆Z`` is smaller than ∆thr
is found. Only for this pair a Z → `+`− decay is re-
constructed, and passed on as such to the QED FSR
resummation. The remaining leptons are treated as
non-resonantly produced and passed to the QED
FSR resummation as such. In consequence, no spe-
cific Z → `+`− higher-order corrections are applied.
c) Non-resonant. No opposite sign and same flavour
lepton pair with ∆Z`` < ∆thr is found. Consquently,
the complete four lepton final state is passed to the
QED FSR resummation as is and no specific Z →
`+`− higher-order corrections are applied.
In essence, due to the inclusivity of the cuts em-
ployed for the analysis in Sec. 3, the bulk of the cross
section is classified as doubly resonant. The precise frac-
tion, however, depends on the free parameter ∆thr, or
the answer to the question when is a lepton pair con-
sidered to be produced resonantly or not.
3 Results
For the numerical results presented in this section we
use the tools and methods summarised in Sec. 2. Both
the NLO EW calculation as well as the approximate
NLO EWapprox×YFS and NLO EWapprox×PHOTOS are
calculated (and renormalised) in the Gµ-scheme with
the following input parameters
Gµ = 1.1663787× 10−5 GeV−2
mW = 80.385GeV ΓW = 2.0897GeV
mZ = 91.1876GeV ΓZ = 2.4955GeV
mh = 125.0GeV Γh = 0.00407GeV
mt = 173.2GeV Γt = 1.339GeV .
All other particles are considered massless. The electro-










with the complex masses and mixing angles,
µ2i = m
2




The additional power of α occuring at NLO is set to its
value in the Thomson limit,
α(0) = 1/137.03599976 , (3.3)
in order to facilitate the comparison to the FSR re-
summation tools. Higher-order EW corrections are es-
timated by changing the renormalisation scheme to the
5
α(mZ) scheme4, still keeping the additional power in
the EW coupling at NLO at α(0). As this delivers only
a discrete two-point variation, an estimate of the renor-
malisation scheme uncertainty would be obtained by
symmetrising the difference between the two predic-
tions around our chosen central value.
Furthermore, we use the NNPDF30_nnlo_as_0118 PDFs
[80], SHERPA’s default PDF also used by the LHC ex-
periments, interfaced through LHAPDF 6.2.1 [81]. This
choice removes γ-induced contributions, which both fa-
cilitates the comparisons against the QED final-state
resummations and has been found to be phenomeno-
logically unimportant [38,39]. It also makes our find-
ings directly transferable to current LHC applications
which all use this PDF set. However, as we nonetheless
include QED initial-state mass factorisation terms to
render the NLO EW calculation finite [63], we incur a
slight mismatch in the initial-state evolution between
the PDF and NLO EW calculation, which again does
not impact the comparison presented in the following.
Our results are independent of the QCD renormali-
sation scale µR throughout, and only weakly depend on
the factorisation scale µF . To avoid having to resolve








where the sum includes all four dressed lepton mo-
menta defined below. In addition, both the YFS soft-
photon resummation and PHOTOS use the electromag-
netic coupling in the Thomson limit, cf. eq. (3.3). As
infrared cut-offs we use ωcut = 1MeV for the YFS soft-
photon resummation, applied to the photon energy in
the rest-frame of the radiating multipole after radia-
tion, and εcut = 1× 10−5 for PHOTOS, which translates
into ωcut = εcut · m where m is the invariant mass of
the reconstructed decaying particle in its rest frame, as
detailed in Sec. 2. In both cases, we investigate the im-
pact of a conservative and a relaxed choice of clustering
threshold, setting ∆thr = 1 and ∆thr = 10 respectively.
We analyse the events with RIVET [82] using an
event selection based on a recent ATLAS measurement
of the inclusive four-lepton lineshape at 13 TeV [2].
Electrons and muons are defined at the dressed level,
meaning the lepton four-momentum is combined with
the four-momenta of nearby prompt photons for differ-
ent dressing-cone sizes. The dressing-cone size itself is
varied between ∆Rdress = 0.005, 0.02, 0.1, 0.2.5 Prompt
4The α(mZ) scheme is defined by the W and Z masses and
widths detailed above in addition to α(mZ) = 1/128.802.
5We have studied all of the following dressing cone sizes
∆Rdress = 0.001, 0.002, 0.005, 0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5. We
photons used in the dressing procedure are subsequently
removed from the final state. Exactly four muons are
selected in the same-flavour case or exactly two elec-
trons and two muons in the different-flavour case. All
leptons are required to be within a pseudorapidity of
|η`| < 2.47 and to have a minimum transverse mo-
mentum of 20GeV for the leading lepton, 15GeV for
the subleading lepton, and 10GeV and 7GeV for the
third and fourth lepton, respectively. All same-flavour
lepton pairs have to be separated by at least ∆R =√
(∆η)2 + (∆φ)2 > 0.1, while a stricter separation of
∆R > 0.2 is required for different-flavour leptons. In
case the dressing cone size is larger than half of the
pairwise lepton separation, photons are combined with
the closest lepton.
Exactly two opposite-charge dilepton pairs are re-
quired in the event, where the leading lepton pair is
chosen to be the one whose invariant dilepton mass is
closest to the Z-boson resonance. A dilepton invariant
mass window of 50GeV < m`` < 106GeV is used for
the leading lepton pair, while a dynamic invariant mass
cut is employed for the subleading lepton pair, depend-
ing on the overall four-lepton invariant mass, m4` using
the following sliding-window algorithm:
– for m4` < 100GeV, require m`` > 5GeV for the
subleading pair;
– for 100GeV ≤ m4` < 110GeV, requirem`` > 5GeV+
0.7× (m4` − 100GeV) for the subleading pair;
– for 110GeV ≤ m4` < 140GeV, requirem`` > 12GeV
for the subleading pair;
– for 140GeV ≤ m4` < 190GeV, requirem`` > 5GeV+
0.76× (m4` − 140GeV) for the subleading pair;
– for 190GeV ≤ m4`, require m`` > 50GeV for the
subleading pair.
This somewhat intricate definition of the fiducial vol-
ume increases the number of experimentally cleanly
measurable events in particular in the region below the
ZZ continuum where at most one of the ZZ bosons
can be on-shell. In particular, the Z → 4` resonance
is strongly enhanced when compared to uniform accep-
tance criteria for all leptons. For our comparison this
has the advantage that the performance of both approx-
imations can be extensively tested in various regimes,
each comprising very different resonant structures.
In the following, we compare the Born-level predic-
tion (black) with the exact NLO EW prediction (green)
and the approximate NLO EWapprox approximation,
augmented with PHOTOS (dotted) or YFS (solid) us-
ing either a conservative (red) or relaxed (blue) clus-
tering threshold. We also study the effect of using a
have chosen the above selection to combine readability with in-
structiveness, bearing in mind practical relevance.
6
e+e−µ+µ− production inclusive cross-section [fb]
LO NLO EW NLO EWapprox ×YFS NLO EWapprox × PHOTOS
∆thr = 1 ∆thr = 10 ∆thr = 1 ∆thr = 10
α4Gµ· α(0) scheme 15.25 14.50 14.46 14.47 14.49 14.49
α4(mZ) · α(0) scheme 13.75 14.11 14.11 14.12 14.21 14.21
µ+µ−µ+µ− production inclusive cross-section [fb]
LO NLO EW NLO EWapprox ×YFS NLO EWapprox × PHOTOS
∆thr = 1 ∆thr = 10 ∆thr = 1 ∆thr = 10
α4Gµ· α(0) scheme 8.99 8.56 8.54 8.54 8.55 8.55
α4(mZ) · α(0) scheme 8.11 8.33 8.34 8.34 8.36 8.36
Table 1: The LO and NLO EW prediction, including their renormalisation scheme uncertainty, for the inclusive
fiducial cross sections for a lepton dressing cone size of ∆Rdress = 0.1 is compared to predictions in the EWapprox
approximation, augmented with PHOTOS or YFS using either a conservative (∆thr = 1) or relaxed (∆thr = 10)
clustering threshold.
range of different dressing-cone sizes, where we expect
the dependence of the respective cross sections on the
dressing-cone size to be better described by the QED
FSR tools than the fixed-order calculations. In partic-
ular, we expect both the fixed-order calculations and
the QED FSR resummations to agree well for the most
inclusive dressing-cone size of ∆Rdress = 0.2, while the
largest dressing-cone-size induced deviations are to be
expected for the smallest size of ∆Rdress = 0.005.
3.1 Inclusive cross sections
Before we turn to discuss several classes of differential
distribution we briefly scrutinise the inclusive cross sec-
tion in the fiducial phase space described above. Table
1 summarises these inclusive fiducial cross section for
both the same-flavour and different-flavour channel and
the representative lepton dressing cone of ∆Rdress =
0.1. Most notable, the fixed-order cross section displays
a marked dependence on the EW input and renormali-
sation scheme as it is proportional to α4 at the lead-
ing order. To estimate the uncertainty due to miss-
ing higher-order EW corrections, we vary the renor-
malisation scheme from our default, the Gµ scheme,
to the α(mZ) scheme. Both schemes are generally con-
sidered suitable for the processes under consideration.
Indeed, the NLO corrections in the Gµ and α(mZ)
schemes are both at the few-percent level, albeit of op-
posite sign: −4.9%(−4.8%) vs. +2.6%(+2.7%) in the
different-flavour (same-flavour) channel, respectively. In
any case, in line with our expectation, the EW scheme-
uncertainty decreases from 9.8% at LO to 2.7% at NLO.
It is to be expected though that in regions of phase
space with larger EW corrections this uncertainty rises
as well. Finally, given this higher-order uncertainty, the
NLO EWapprox × YFS and NLO EWapprox × PHOTOS
approximations very well reproduce the exact result to
within less than 0.5%. By their construction, includ-
ing the exact renormalised virtual contributions, they
also well reproduce the exact renormalisation scheme
dependence. The agreement for the other, somewhat
less standard, dressing cones can be gauged from Fig-
ure 6. Disagreements for both stay well below 1% for
∆Rdress = 0.2 and 0.02, only rising to slightly above
1% for ∆Rdress = 0.005, in line with our earlier expec-
tation. At this point it is again imperative to stress that
this excellent level of agreement is to some degree ac-
cidental: despite the well-motivated construction of the
approximation it is formally not NLO EW accurate. As
an example, this level of agreement for inclusive cross
sections was not observed in, e.g., µ+νµe−ν̄e production
[74].
3.2 Lepton transverse momentum distributions
The first class of observables we are examining are the
transverse momentum distributions of the four leptons.
They are shown in Figures 2–5, respectively. Looking at
the fixed-order result first, its renormalisation scheme
uncertainty increases as the size of the NLO EW cor-
rection gets larger, rising from slightly over 2% in the
7
peak of each distribution to quickly to more than 5%
as the transverse momenta increase.
The dominant effect of the electroweak corrections
in the lepton transverse momentum distributions is a
depletion of the cross-section in the high pT tails through
the EW Sudakov logarithms, which is well reproduced
by the NLO EWapprox × YFS and NLO EWapprox ×
PHOTOS approximations in all distributions. Deviations
are typically much smaller than the EW renormalisa-
tion scheme uncertainty. When comparing the two ap-
proximations to the fixed-order calculation, it can be
seen that for both the different-flavour and same-flavour
channel both PHOTOS and YFS behave similarly across
the spectrum, except for the low-pT end of the lead-
ing and second-leading lepton pT distribution. Here,
depending on the dressing-cone size, YFS slightly un-
dershoots the fixed-order calculation. The effect is most
pronounced just below the peak of the respective dis-
tribution. This behaviour can be attributed to the fact
that the YFS soft-photon resummation has more wide-
angle radiation than PHOTOS that will not be recom-
bined into the dressed lepton object. In turn, this causes
more events to fail the minimum pT requirements of
both leptons, leading to the correspondingly slightly re-
duced inclusive cross section already reported in Table
1. A similar effect is not present in the third and fourth
lepton in the pT region under consideration.
While the lepton pT distributions are generally in-
sensitive to the choice of clustering threshold ∆thr, a
small dependence on the size of the dressing-cone size
can be seen, which can be expected since the amount of
FSR radiation off the leptons captured by the dressing
algorithm determines whether or not the event will pass
the fiducial selection. The two larger dressing-cone sizes
are more inclusive and so generally better reproduce the
fixed-order calculation, which in turn is not expected to
reasonably describe the energy profile within the cone.
This is where the resummation employed by the two
approximations becomes relevant in order to describe














































































































































































































































































































Fig. 2: Differential cross-sections as a function of p`1T in e
+e−µ+µ− production (top) as well as in µ+µ−µ+µ−
production (bottom). The NLO EW prediction (green), including its renormalisation scheme uncertainty, is com-
pared to predictions in the EWapprox approximation, augmented with PHOTOS (dotted) or YFS (solid) using either
a conservative (red) or relaxed (blue) clustering threshold. The Born-level prediction is illustrated by the black
curve. The absolute cross-sections are shown on the left for a dressing-cone size of 0.1, while ratios of the PHOTOS














































































































































































































































































































Fig. 3: Differential cross-sections as a function of p`2T in e
+e−µ+µ− production (top) as well as in µ+µ−µ+µ−
production (bottom). The NLO EW prediction (green), including its renormalisation scheme uncertainty, is com-
pared to predictions in the EWapprox approximation, augmented with PHOTOS (dotted) or YFS (solid) using either
a conservative (red) or relaxed (blue) clustering threshold. The Born-level prediction is illustrated by the black
curve. The absolute cross-sections are shown on the left for a dressing-cone size of 0.1, while ratios of the PHOTOS














































































































































































































































































































Fig. 4: Differential cross-sections as a function of p`3T in e
+e−µ+µ− production (top) as well as in µ+µ−µ+µ−
production (bottom). The NLO EW prediction (green), including its renormalisation scheme uncertainty, is com-
pared to predictions in the EWapprox approximation, augmented with PHOTOS (dotted) or YFS (solid) using either
a conservative (red) or relaxed (blue) clustering threshold. The Born-level prediction is illustrated by the black
curve. The absolute cross-sections are shown on the left for a dressing-cone size of 0.1, while ratios of the PHOTOS














































































































































































































































































































Fig. 5: Differential cross-sections as a function of p`4T in e
+e−µ+µ− production (top) as well as in µ+µ−µ+µ−
production (bottom). The NLO EW prediction (green), including its renormalisation scheme uncertainty, is com-
pared to predictions in the EWapprox approximation, augmented with PHOTOS (dotted) or YFS (solid) using either
a conservative (red) or relaxed (blue) clustering threshold. The Born-level prediction is illustrated by the black
curve. The absolute cross-sections are shown on the left for a dressing-cone size of 0.1, while ratios of the PHOTOS
and YFS curves are shown with respect to the NLO EW prediction on the right for different dressing-cone sizes.
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3.3 Four-lepton observables
Similar to the individual lepton pT spectra, both PHOTOS
and the YFS-based resummation agree well with the
fixed-order calculation also for multi-lepton observables
in the different- and same-flavour channels. In almost
all regions their deviation from the exact result is much
smaller than the renormalisation scheme uncertainty,
which can be seen in the four-lepton rapidity distribu-
tion in Figure 6 but also in the four-lepton invariant
mass spectrum in Figure 7. As before, the fixed-order
scheme uncertainty increases as the overall size of the
electroweak correction increases. However, this uncer-
tainty is estimated only by a discrete two-point varia-
tion, producing pinch-points whenever the two schemes
switch their roles as the one predicting the larger cross
section. The thus assessed uncertainty, even after sym-
metrisation, is underestimated in these regions and should
be compared with nearby regions away from the pinch
points.
The four-lepton invariant mass distribution covers
a wide range of topologies: The ZZ continuum sharply
turns on around 180GeV, just before the horizontal
axis transitions from a linear to a logarithmic scale at
200GeV. Below the continuum threshold, one of the
bosons has to be increasingly off-shell and the cross-
section drops accordingly. The cross section then expe-
riences a small rise caused by the virtuality of the off-
shell γ∗ to move towards zero until such topologies are
disallowed by the otherwise comparably inclusive cuts
on the subleading leptons. For m4` ≈ mZ the Z → 4`
peak is well developed, again due to the loose cuts on
the subleading leptons which allow for a large number
of the preferred hierarchical structure in Z → ``γ[→ ``]
decays. With the leptons of the subleading pair allowed
to become soft, a Drell-Yan-like topology is picked out
where a primary lepton pair radiates a photon that sub-
sequently splits into a secondary lepton pair with a typ-
ically much smaller invariant mass. Since this topology
is described with fixed-order matrix elements, all pos-
sible combinations and interferences between primary
and secondary lepton pair are accounted for.
QED final-state radiation that is not captured by
the dressing algorithm will cause the four-lepton sys-
tem to lose energy and hence migrate from higher to
lower invariant mass values. The effect will be largest,
with corrections reaching O(1), just below the Z res-
onance and the ZZ continuum threshold due events
migrating from these regions of enhanced cross-section
through radiative energy loss. The precise size of this
effect, however, strongly depends on the size of the
dressing cone, as it determines how much photon radi-
ation is recombined. These effects are seen in the NLO
EW fixed-order prediction and are well reproduced by
both approximations for large dressing-cone sizes. As
expected, the differences increase the smaller ∆Rdress,
with the resummations again being expected to yield
more reliable results for very small dressing-cone sizes.
In the off-shell regions below the resonances, the
impact of the different clustering thresholds, which de-
termine when a lepton-pair is considered to be pro-
duced resonantly, also becomes visible. Not unexpect-
edly, the effect is larger in the 4µ-channel than in the
2e2µ-channel, as the number of potential pairings is
larger. Generally, it can be observed that the tighter
clustering threshold is somewhat too strict, whereas the
looser threshold typically reproduces the full fixed-order
calculation better in this region of phase space. Over-
all, due to its construction around the collinear limit,
PHOTOS shows a smaller clustering threshold depen-
dence than the soft-photon resummation of YFS, except
for extremely low four-lepton invariant masses.
The large invariant-mass tails are dominated by vir-
tual EW Sudakov logarithms, but a residual dressing-
cone-size dependence remains. In all cases, PHOTOS and
YFS give almost identical results in both the different-
flavour and same-flavour channels. For the most inclu-
sive ∆Rdress they also excellently agree with the fixed-
















































































































































































































































































































Fig. 6: Differential cross-sections as a function of four-lepton rapidity distribution for e+e−µ+µ− production
(top) as well as µ+µ−µ+µ− production (bottom). The NLO EW prediction (green), including its renormalisation
scheme uncertainty, is compared to predictions in the EWapprox approximation, augmented with PHOTOS (dotted)
or YFS (solid) using either a conservative (red) or relaxed (blue) clustering threshold. The Born-level prediction
is illustrated by the black curve. The absolute cross-sections are shown on the left for a dressing-cone size of 0.1,





























































































































































































































































































Fig. 7: Differential cross-sections as a function of the four-lepton invariant mass for e+e−µ+µ− production (top) as
well as µ+µ−µ+µ− production (bottom). The NLO EW prediction (green), including its renormalisation scheme
uncertainty, is compared to predictions in the EWapprox approximation, augmented with PHOTOS (dotted) or
YFS (solid) using either a conservative (red) or relaxed (blue) clustering threshold. The Born-level prediction is
illustrated by the black curve. The absolute cross-sections are shown on the left for a dressing-cone size of 0.1,




Turning now to lepton-pair observables, Figure 8 shows
the invariant mass of the muon pair in the different-
flavour process in the top row and the opposite-sign
lepton pair whose invariant is closest to the nominal Z
mass for the same-flavour process in the bottom row.
In both cases the expected resonance around 91GeV is
accompanied by a smaller enhancement at lower invari-
ant mass values, the shape of which is induced by the
fiducial selection criteria. The region below 50GeV and
above 106GeV is only filled in the different-flavour case
where the identification of the two lepton-pairs, and Z
candidates, is unambiguous and therefore, the muon-
pair may be very far off-shell. Whereas in the same-
flavour case the leptons, and corresponding Z candi-
dates are identified by choosing the one out of four pos-
sible pairings which has the closest invariant mass to the
nominal Z mass, and is thus limited by the event selec-
tion to a minimal and maximal value of 50 and 106GeV,
respectively. The biggest effect of the electroweak cor-
rections is then again seen just below the Z resonance
and the selection-induced enhancement below.
Again, there is good agreement between the FSR
resummations and the fixed-order calculation for inclu-
sive dressing-cone sizes, in particular compared to the
fixed-order resummation scheme uncertainty, though as
before, differences grow larger for smaller ∆Rdress. The
dependence on the clustering threshold∆thr is also larger
for the YFS soft-photon resummation than for PHOTOS,
with the conservative ∆thr = 1 being too restrictive.
The corresponding transverse momentum spectra
are shown in Figure 9, which also features a cut-induced
enhancement around 20–30GeV as well as the usual
electroweak Sudakov suppression in the tail of the dis-
tribution. Variations of the dressing-cone size result in a
global shift of the two approximations compared to the
fixed-order calculation where the latter tends to be bet-
ter reproduced by the larger dressing-cone sizes. A no-
table exception here is the aforementioned cut-induced
hump around 25GeV where the EW corrections display
a stronger dressing-cone-size dependence. Both effects
are not surprising as every cut in the fiducial selection
adds sensitivity to the modelling of QED final-state ra-
diation, which is required to accurately describe the
fraction of events predicted to pass the selection cuts.
Although the transverse momentum observables dis-
play hardly any dependence on∆thr, the YFS soft-photon
resummation and PHOTOS predict noticeably different
results on the 1% level below ≈ 30GeV, with PHOTOS
being consistently larger for every considered dressing

















































































































































































































































































































Fig. 8: Differential cross-sections as a function of the invariant mass of the muon pair in e+e−µ+µ− production
(top) as well as the invariant mass of the leading muon pair in µ+µ−µ+µ− production (bottom). The NLO EW
prediction (green), including its renormalisation scheme uncertainty, is compared to predictions in the EWapprox
approximation, augmented with PHOTOS (dotted) or YFS (solid) using either a conservative (red) or relaxed (blue)
clustering threshold. The Born-level prediction is illustrated by the black curve. The absolute cross-sections are
shown on the left for a dressing-cone size of 0.1, while ratios of the PHOTOS and YFS curves are shown with respect



















































































































































































































































































































Fig. 9: Differential cross-sections as a function of the transverse momentum of the muon pair in e+e−µ+µ−
production (top) as well as the transverse momentum of the leading muon pair in µ+µ−µ+µ− production (bottom).
The NLO EW prediction (green), including its renormalisation scheme uncertainty, is compared to predictions in
the EWapprox approximation, augmented with PHOTOS (dotted) or YFS (solid) using either a conservative (red)
or relaxed (blue) clustering threshold. The Born-level prediction is illustrated by the black curve. The absolute
cross-sections are shown on the left for a dressing-cone size of 0.1, while ratios of the PHOTOS and YFS curves are
shown with respect to the NLO EW prediction on the right for different dressing-cone sizes.
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3.5 Azimuthal correlations
Figure 10 shows a few possible phase-space configura-
tions of the four-lepton final state in the pT–φ plane.
In the Born configuration, the leading two leptons are
typically in opposite hemispheres resulting in a large
azimuthal difference between them. Here, either the
leading lepton `1 balances all three subleading leptons
`2, `3 and `4 (a), or either the third or fourth lepton
may cross over to the leading lepton’s hemisphere (b).
In order for the azimuthal opening angle ∆φ between
the leading and the subleading lepton to become small,
and in particular for the subleading lepton to cross over
into the leading lepton’s hemisphere, both the relative
transverse momenta of all four leptons have to become
almost degenerate and the opening angle between the
third and fourth lepton has to be smaller than that
of the leading and subleading one (c). All of these re-
strictions are lifted once an additional object to recoil
against is present (d), greatly enhancing the available
phase space for configurations with small ∆φ(`1, `2).
Figure 11 now displays the azimuthal separation of
the two leading leptons, showing exactly the aforemen-
tioned suppression for small ∆φ at leading order. For
∆φ(`1, `2) >
π
2 , where the leading and subleading lep-
tons reside in opposite hemispheres, the NLO EW cor-
rections and their uncertainties are roughly constant
and reproduce the total NLO EW corrections to the
inclusive cross section. Here, both YFS and PHOTOS
agree well with the fixed-order calculation, with devi-
ations in the permille range being much smaller than
the renormalisation scheme uncertainty of 2.5 to 3%,
for the most inclusive dressing-cone sizes. The smaller
dressing cones again induce shape and rate differences
between the resummations and the fixed-order result.
Only minute ∆thr-dependences can be observed.
In the region ∆φ(`1, `2) < π2 now, the NLO EW
corrections, through the presence of the additional real
emission photon, lifts the above-discussed kinematic re-
strictions and induce strongly increasing positive EW
corrections, although the absolute cross section in this
region remains tiny. Correspondingly, as this correc-
tion is driven by the real emission corrections only, the
scheme uncertainty becomes leading-order-like and in-
creases to over 10%. Nonetheless, as the nature of the
large corrections indicates, O(α2) corrections are ex-
pected to be large. This is confirmed by the large devi-
ation the resummations exhibit throughout all dressing-
cone sizes, being in rather good agreement between
themselves. Also in this region, ∆thr-dependences are
small.
Since the first and second lepton are typically in
opposite hemispheres, there is a lot of freedom for the
orientation of the third lepton. In fact, all∆φ between 0
and 2π3 are well populated, with exception of the dilep-
ton ∆R imposed by the selection cut, cf. Figure 12. The
fact that this drop happens at ∆R(`2, `3) < π15 ≈ 0.2
suggests that both leptons are not coming from the
same Z boson in the different-flavour channel in this
region at Born level. In the same-flavour channel, likely
due to the presence of a photon-pole between four out
of the six lepton-pair combinations, the cross section
slightly rises as ∆φ tends to zero, until the selection
criteria regulate the pole. In turn, the NLO EW cor-
rections and their uncertainties show no shape in this
region and reproduce the inclusive corrections. They
are, independent of the clustering threshold, also well
reproduced by both the NLO EWapprox×YFS and NLO
EWapprox × PHOTOS approximations, notwithstanding
small differences at the level of 1% in both the same-
and different-flavour channel as ∆φ→ 0. As before, the
agreement with the fixed-order result for large ∆Rdress
is much better than the renormalisation scheme uncer-
tainty, but is worsened for smaller dressing-cone sizes,
in line with observations made for earlier observables.
Conversely, the azimuthal difference between the sec-
ond and the third lepton is suppressed in the back-to-
back configuration at ∆φ ≈ π. This is again a result
of the kinematic suppression of the configurations de-
picted in Figure 10 (d). Photon emissions lift the kine-
matic restrictions also in this case and allow the sec-
ond and third lepton closer together, thereby opening
up phase space for the back-to-back topology. This is
once more manifested as an electroweak enhancement,
this time in the region around π. Both PHOTOS and
YFS agree well with one-another, and their difference
with fixed-order calculation indicates large O(α2) cor-
rections.
For the third and the fourth lepton, the azimuthal
difference would be enhanced towards back-to-back or
closeby values of ∆φ. However, the isolation require-
ments on the leptons suppress the configurations where
two of the leptons are very close to each other, giving
rise to a kink towards very low values of the azimuthal
difference, as can be seen in Figure 13. No part of the
distribution is kinematically suppressed at leading or-
der, hence no region receives large positive radiative
corrections. On the contrary, the NLO EW corrections
are flat and featureless throughout, and, apart from a
1% difference between YFS and PHOTOS in both the
same-flavour and the different-flavour channel for small
∆φ, are well reproduced by both approximations for









































































































































































































































































































































































Fig. 11: Differential cross-sections as a function of the azimuthal separation between the leading and subleading
lepton, ∆φ(`1, `2), in e+e−µ+µ− production (top) as well as µ+µ−µ+µ− production (bottom). The NLO EW
prediction (green), including its renormalisation scheme uncertainty, is compared to predictions in the EWapprox
approximation, augmented with PHOTOS (dotted) or YFS (solid) using either a conservative (red) or relaxed (blue)
clustering threshold. The Born-level prediction is illustrated by the black curve. The absolute cross-sections are
shown on the left for a dressing-cone size of 0.1, while ratios of the PHOTOS and YFS curves are shown with respect










































































































































































































































































































































Fig. 12: Differential cross-sections as a function of the azimuthal separation between the 2nd and 3rd leading
lepton, ∆φ(`2, `3), in e+e−µ+µ− production (top) as well as µ+µ−µ+µ− production (bottom). The NLO EW
prediction (green), including its renormalisation scheme uncertainty, is compared to predictions in the EWapprox
approximation, augmented with PHOTOS (dotted) or YFS (solid) using either a conservative (red) or relaxed (blue)
clustering threshold. The Born-level prediction is illustrated by the black curve. The absolute cross-sections are
shown on the left for a dressing-cone size of 0.1, while ratios of the PHOTOS and YFS curves are shown with respect












































































































































































































































































































































Fig. 13: Differential cross-sections as a function of the azimuthal separation between the 3rd and 4th leading
lepton, ∆φ(`3, `4), in e+e−µ+µ− production (top) as well as µ+µ−µ+µ− production (bottom). The NLO EW
prediction (green), including its renormalisation scheme uncertainty, is compared to predictions in the EWapprox
approximation, augmented with PHOTOS (dotted) or YFS (solid) using either a conservative (red) or relaxed (blue)
clustering threshold. The Born-level prediction is illustrated by the black curve. The absolute cross-sections are
shown on the left for a dressing-cone size of 0.1, while ratios of the PHOTOS and YFS curves are shown with respect
to the NLO EW prediction on the right for different dressing-cone sizes.
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4 Conclusions
In this paper we presented a study of kinematic distri-
butions in the four-charged-leptons final state including
Born and one-loop EW corrections using the SHERPA
and OPENLOOPS frameworks. In addition to the exact
NLO EW calculation, we incorparated EW corrections
in an approximation, based on exact virtual NLO con-
tributions supplemented with a soft-photon resumma-
tion using both PHOTOS as well as SHERPA’s soft-photon
resummation in the Yennie-Frautschi-Suura scheme. We
showed that this approximation is able to reproduce
the full NLO EW result for pp → ```′`′ production
to within a few percent, which we studied separately
for the same-flavour and the different-flavour configu-
ration. We observed that the setup which uses PHOTOS
to model the soft-photon emissions consistently pre-
dicts a larger cross-section than the setup using the
YFS scheme, with the largest differences seen in the
different-flavour case, while the YFS scheme is gener-
ally closer to the fixed-order NLO EW calculation.
We also studied the dependence on the dressing-
cone size and find that a cone size of ∆Rdress = 0.1
gives the best overall agreement between the two ap-
proximations and the fixed-order calculation. Further,
while both resummation calculations are expected to
give a more reliable dependence on the dressing-cone
size ∆Rdress, an adoption of the smallest dressing-cone
radius of 0.005 induces both shape- and rate-changes
in most distributions. This emphasises the need for a
properly matched calculation to combine the resummed
description with the formal accuracy of the exact NLO
EW calculation.6
Finally, we also investigated the effect of the clus-
tering threshold used by SHERPA to preserve resonance
structures and observed that, compared to the default
value ∆thr = 1, a more relaxed threshold tends to im-
prove the agreement with the fixed-order result in most
regions of phase space. This indicates that the QED
corrections to the four-lepton final state behave as if
the leptons were produced resonantly in a larger region
of phase space than a naïve interpretation of the Breit-
Wigner width suggests.
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